CHAPTER 12

HARMONIZING PERFORMANCE STANDARDS UNDER THE UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE AND THE UN CONVENTION ON THE INTERNATIONAL SALE OF GOODS: A ROLE FOR UNCITRAL?

Joseph W Dellapenna*

I  WARRANTIES AND THE ORIGINS OF MODERN COMMERCIAL LAW

Over a period of about three centuries after the collapse of the Roman Empire in Western Europe and the splitting of the cultural unity of the Mediterranean region with the rise of Islam, long-distance trade withered almost to the vanishing point. Along with this decline came the virtual disappearance of the highly developed system of Roman law formerly prevalent in Western Europe. In this world, there was little need for developed forms of commercial law and little knowledge of where one might find such law. When trade did gradually revive in Western Europe, merchants began to look for effective legal mechanisms for ordering their businesses. The merchants, however, did not turn to the rediscovered Roman law or the widespread Germanic customary law. Instead they established their own
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courts and laws in towns and at trade fairs. This customary law of merchants (*lex mercatoria*, known as the Law Merchant in the English sources) seems to have originated in the Italian towns where the revival of trade developed most quickly. Merchants from these towns spread their customs (and their vocabulary) across Western Europe, creating more or less unified practices followed by merchants of every kind across Europe beginning as early as the Eleventh Century.

While the *lex mercatoria* was never fully unified, its concepts and procedures did exhibit a high degree of similarity across the continent. The concepts embodied in the *lex mercatoria* were much less formal and rigid than Roman-based law, the common law, or other forms of Germanic customary law. This body of law was applied in merchant courts elected by town guilds or by the merchants gathered in trade fairs, and enforced through informal sanctions (primarily the threat of boycott). Eventually, the *lex mercatoria* was absorbed into the national legal systems. In France, for example, this was done by Jean-Baptiste Colbert with the *ordonnance sur le commerce* (1673) (also known as the *Code Savary*); in England, by Lord Mansfield in a series of precedents in the later eighteenth century.
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The early dominance of the Italian traders gave rise to a heritage of names and ideas. Thus the center for banking and finance in London is still called "Lombard Street" (or "Lombard-street") after the north Italian gold smiths, bankers, and merchants who once lived and worked there.\textsuperscript{12} They also provided the basic ideas and the vocabulary of commercial law and practice across Europe.\textsuperscript{13} Perhaps the most important concept the Italians gave us, for example, was negotiability.\textsuperscript{14} One of the important word the medieval Italians gave us was \textit{guaranti} (pronounced "warranty" in Italian) which survives in modern Italian as the word \textit{guarantire}, meaning to promise or pledge. \textit{Guaranti} established required performance standards in a commercial contract. The word survives in two forms in English in both legal usage and in every-day language: guaranty (sometimes spelled "guarantee"); and warranty. One more or less keeps the original spelling, and the other more or less keeps the original pronunciation, but both still convey the same meaning.

The ideas of warranty (or guaranty) continue as a prominent aspect of the American law governing the sale of goods, having been codified in the Uniform Sales Act of 1906 ("Uniform Sales Act")\textsuperscript{15} and the Uniform Commercial Code of 1962 ("UCC").\textsuperscript{16} Neither term "guaranty" nor "warranty" appear in the UN Convention on the International Sale of Goods of 1980 ("CISG"),\textsuperscript{17} but the CISG does contain performance standards. The standards set by the UCC warranty provisions and the CISG's performance standards are not entirely identical, but, as we shall see, those familiar with the one system of legal rules or the other seem often to assume that they are.\textsuperscript{18} Identifying the differences, how they originated, and why they persist is the subject of this chapter. The chapter will close with a few words about how the resulting confusions could be resolved or prevented, and
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the possible role of UNCITRAL in bringing about a reconciliation between the two sets of rules.

II THE ROLE OF WARRANTIES IN AMERICAN LAW

The common law, ostensibly based on the *lex mercatoria*, embraced the standard of *caveat emptor* – "let the buyer beware." By this theory, a buyer took all risks about deficient products unless the seller provided an express "warranty" – an explicit guaranty of the quality or qualities of the goods being sold. American courts slowly evolved a supplemental set of performance standards that came to be called "implied warranties," although courts were often unclear as to whether they were basing the implied warranties on the actual or presumed intent of the parties to the contract of sale or upon a "constructive intent," ie, what the parties should have intended regardless of whether they actually intended the implied warranty or not. These uncertainties were largely resolved by efforts to create nationally uniform commercial law through state legislation. The result is a pair of "uniform laws" that are law in a particular state only to the extent that they are enacted by the state's legislature. Thus the law on these topics in the United States is seldom entirely uniform, but thanks both to the uniform laws and some other unifying institutions, there are general patterns which apply in most cases and for which the uniform laws provide a more than adequate summary.

Real progress on the unification of the law of warranties in the United State came with the widespread enactment of the Uniform Sales Act, which was adopted by the National Commissioners of Uniform State Laws in 1906. The Uniform Sales Act was enacted in thirty-four states of the then forty-eight states. Later
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modifications to the Uniform Sales Act were enacted by a somewhat shorter list of
states.\textsuperscript{25}

As originally enacted, the Uniform Sales Act provided that any express
description (or other representation) or promise regarding the goods would make
an express warranty to the extent of the promise or representation.\textsuperscript{26} The Uniform
Sales Act also incorporated a limited set of implied warranties in section 15:

(1) Where the buyer, expressly or by implication, makes known to the seller the
particular purpose for which the goods are required, and it appears that the
buyer relies on the seller's skill or judgment (whether he be the grower or
manufacturer or not), there is an implied warranty that the goods shall be
reasonably fit for such purpose

(2) Where the goods are bought by description from a seller who deals in goods
of that description (whether he be the grower or manufacturer or not), there
is an implied warranty that the goods shall be of a merchantable quality.\textsuperscript{27}

These two provisions created implied warranties of fitness for a particular
purpose and of merchantability (fitness for the usual purposes) without regard to
the intent of the seller, but rather by operation of law. The sole limitation on these
implied warranties was that they could be "negatived" or varied by express
agreement of the parties, or by a course of dealing between the parties, or by a
custom binding on both parties.\textsuperscript{28} Over the years, the notion that a seller's power to
disclaim implied warranties, in whole or in part, was too expansive came to
predominate. As a result, in 1941 the National Commissioners of Uniform State
Laws put forward modifications to the Uniform Sales Act after an attempt to enact
a federal (national) sales had failed.\textsuperscript{29} These modifications precluded negation or
modification "by general language of a contract" if a reasonable buyer would,
despite such general language, in fact rely on the merchantable quality of the goods
or on their fitness for a particular purpose.\textsuperscript{30} Still attempting to strike a balance
between the interests of buyers and sellers, the National Commissioners put
forward yet another change in 1944, allowing the exclusion or modification of all
implied warranties by language like "as is," "as they stand," "with all faults," or
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other terms that would commonly call the buyers’ attention to the exclusion of all warranties, including implied warranties.31

The developments under the Uniform Sales Act were overtaken by the UCC project that was begun by the American Law Institute in 1942 and which eventually became, as it remains, a joint project of the American Law Institute and the National Commissioners of Uniform State Laws.32 The UCC includes an entire chapter on the law of warranties, producing a shopping list of warranties, their scope, and their limitation.33 These include a warranty of title,34 a definition of express warranties,35 the implied warranty of merchantability,36 and the implied warranty of fitness for a particular purpose,37 as well as provisions regarding the exclusion or modification of warranties,38 the accumulation of warranties,39 and the extension of warranties to third-party beneficiaries.40

By the warranty of title, the seller warrants (guarantees) the he, she, or it, owns the thing being sold or licensed or is authorized by its owner to sell it.41 If another party claims such ownership or that the sale or licensing was not authorized, the seller/licensor is obligated to defend the title or authorization and to compensate the buyer/licensee should the challenger prevail. While this warranty does sometimes come into play in pure title contexts,42 it more often comes into play today because of a challenge based upon a claim of patent or copyright infringement.43
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Express warranties are created by any affirmation, promise, description, or sample made the basis of the bargain. If there is an express warranty, before delivery of the goods the buyer can sue for the cover price less the contract price, or the market price less the contract price, as appropriate. After delivery, the buyer may only recover the difference between the value of the goods as warranted and the value of the goods as delivered. In either case, the buyer also has the right to recover any incidental or consequential damages resulting from the breach. Furthermore, a seller can disclaim or limit an express warranty, but only if such disclaimer or limitation is "reasonable." Recognizing modern marketing techniques, the Permanent Editorial Board of the UCC proposed two additional means for creating express warranties in 2003. These would have included affirmations, promises, or descriptions made in the packaging of a product, or made to the public in general (rather than to the specific buyer). Because no state enacted, or seemed likely to enact, these or any of the other 2003 proposals, they were officially withdrawn by the Permanent Editorial Board in 2011.

Every merchant (a person who deals in goods of the kind included in the contract of sale) gives an implied warranty that the goods are of good, average quality for goods of the kind included in the contract. This standard is measured
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by trade usage, ie, by what other merchants in the kind of goods would accept as fitting the description of the goods in question. A seller can disclaim the implied warranty of merchantability only by conspicuous written language that expressly mentions merchantability. Absent an effective disclaimer, the merchant gives the implied warranty of merchantability by operation of law. Remedies for breach of the implied warranty of merchantability are the same as for breach of an express warranty.

An implied warranty of fitness for a particular purpose arises when a buyer indicates that he, she, or it is relying on the expertise of the seller to select the proper item for the buyer's particular purpose and the seller makes the selection. This too arises by operation of law rather than because of the specific intent of the seller, although the seller can disclaim the implied warranty with conspicuous written language that a buyer would understand as excluding or modifying the implied warranty of fitness for a particular purpose or by simply declining to make the selection on behalf of the buyer. Again the available remedies would be the same as the remedies for breach of an express warranty.

Sellers ultimately can exclude or modify a warranty by appropriate language in writing in the contract, at the risk, of course, of losing the sale. There are, however, some state or federal statutes that preclude a seller from altogether disclaiming warranties on certain products. Where a good is covered by more than one warranty, the buyer make advance claims under any or all relevant warranties, although the buyer, cannot recover more than full compensation for any injury. In addition, under some circumstances, warranties cover injuries to
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persons who are not parties to the contract, although the rule on how far warranties extend is not uniform in the United States.65

III PERFORMANCE STANDARDS UNDER THE CISG

As the foregoing discussion indicates, American law (and the common law system generally) has elaborated the performance standards under sales contracts through a highly developed, and often highly technical, law of warranties.66 On the other hand, one will search in vain for the word "warranty" in the CISG. This by no means indicates a lack of attention to performance standards in the CISG. Rather it indicates a number of interrelated concerns that caused the drafters to avoid the term "warranty." First, in a convention that strives for universal acceptance, use of a term that not all legal systems employ was to be avoided—particularly if the term's meaning might vary significantly even among those legal systems that use the term.67 Second, use of the term "warranty" would have been interpreted, at least by some courts, as importing into the convention all the technical encrustations the term had attracted over the centuries.68 And there could have been other concerns as well—not least that the CISG is based more on civil law models than on the common law.69

Instead of speaking in terms of warranties, the CISG chose to speak directly in terms of performance standards. As we shall see, in many respects performance standards in the CISG are similar to the warranties under the UCC,70 so much so that some American judges, lawyers, and legal scholars claim that the two sets of
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rules are virtually identical, and call both "warranties." under the CISG.\textsuperscript{71} In fact, they are not the same,\textsuperscript{72} so referring to them as warranties risks introducing significant confusions. In this section, we will explore the performance standards under the CISG. In the next section, we shall consider more closely the similarities and differences of the performance standards under the CISG from the warranties under the UCC.

The CISG provides obligations to convey good title and to defend against patent or copyright infringement claims,\textsuperscript{73} much like the UCC.\textsuperscript{74} The CISG also provides that the goods delivered by the seller to the buyer must conform to any promise, description, or sample,\textsuperscript{75} much like the express warranties under the UCC.\textsuperscript{76} Sellers also must provide goods that are fit for their ordinary uses,\textsuperscript{77} more or less analogously to the UCC's warranty of merchantability.\textsuperscript{78} Sellers might also be under an obligation to ensure that goods are fit for a particular purpose,\textsuperscript{79} much like the UCC warranty of fitness for a particular purpose.\textsuperscript{80} Unlike the UCC's general provision on the limitation or exclusion of warranties,\textsuperscript{81} however, the only provision in the CISG that speaks to the exclusion or modification of a
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\item[79] CISG, above n 17 art 35(2) (b).
\item[80] UCC, above n 16 at § 2-315.
\item[81] UCC, above n 16 at § 2-316.
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performance standard is found in the chapter that applies only to the obligation to provide good title.\(^{82}\) For any other disclaimer of the mandated performance standards, one must fall back on the general provision in the CISG about derogating from the provisions of the convention.\(^{83}\) Nor is there any provision about the accumulation or conflict of performance standards or regarding third party beneficiaries of performance standards.\(^{84}\) For these, recourse must be had, absent express provision in the contract of sale, to the general legal principles of the particular nation in which enforcement is sought.\(^{85}\)

**IV  HOW DO THE TWO SETS OF PERFORMANCE STANDARDS DIFFER?**

Despite the many obvious parallels between the performance obligations under the CISG and the warranties under the UCC, there are significant differences,\(^{86}\) differences that might well be lost sight of if one insists on calling the performance standards under the CISG "warranties."\(^{87}\) We can begin by noting the complete omission of certain warranty provisions in the UCC from the performance standards in the CISG. As already noted, there is no general provision in CISG specifically addressing the exclusion or modification of warranties.\(^{88}\) The only provision in the CISG that expressly addresses the exclusion or modification of warranties relates to the obligation to provide good title.\(^{89}\) The CISG also does not have a provision on the accumulation or conflict of performance standards or regarding third party beneficiaries of performance standards.\(^{90}\) On these issues, courts will have to rely on the express provision in the contract of sale or on the general legal principles applicable in that court.\(^{91}\)

More troubling, if only because more likely to generate confusion, is the fact that performance standards under the CISG upon a close reading disclose differences from the parallel UCC warranty provision. Thus while the obligation to
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provide good title is pretty much the same under the CISG and the UCC, the obligation regarding patent or copyright infringement is not the same. The UCC provides:\footnote{CISG, above n 17 at arts 41, 42; UCC, above n 16, at § 2-312.}

Unless otherwise agreed a seller who is a merchant regularly dealing in goods of the kind warrants that the goods shall be delivered free of the rightful claim of any third person by way of infringement or the like but a buyer who furnishes specifications to the seller must hold the seller harmless against any such claim which arises out of compliance with the specifications.

The analogous provision under the CISG is much longer and differs in several important respects:

(1) The seller must deliver goods which are free from any right or claim of a third party based on industrial property or other intellectual property, of which at the time of the conclusion of the contract the seller knew or could not have been unaware, provided that the right or claim is based on industrial property or other intellectual property:\footnote{CISG, above n 17 at art 42.}

(a) under the law of the State where the goods will be resold or otherwise used, if it was contemplated by the parties at the time of the conclusion of the contract that the goods would be resold or otherwise used in that State; or

(b) in any other case, under the law of the State where the buyer has his place of business.

(2) The obligation of the seller under the preceding paragraph does not extend to cases where:

(a) at the time of the conclusion of the contract the buyer knew or could not have been unaware of the right or claim; or

(b) the right or claim results from the seller's compliance with technical drawings, designs, formulae or other such specifications furnished by the buyer.

A close comparison of the two sections will find that the UCC limits this warranty to sellers who are merchants,\footnote{UCC, above n 16 at § 2-312(3).} while the CISG contains no similar

\footnote{CISG, above n 17 at art 42.}
limitation, but requires that the seller knew or should have known of the violation of intellectual property rights (something not required under the UCC). The CISG also indicates that only certain intellectual property rights are covered—those that arise under the law of the state of intended resale or use, or if there was no such intent then under the law where the buyer has a place of business. Finally, the CISG also excludes claims where the buyer knew or should have known of the potential infringement claim when the contract was made. Taken together, these differences make for a considerably different performance standard under the CISG than under the UCC.

The differences between the UCC provision on express warranties and the comparable provision under the CISG are not so many, but they are just as significant. The UCC provision on express warranties in its entirety reads:

(1) Express warranties by the seller are created as follows:

   (a) Any affirmation of fact or promise made by the seller to the buyer which relates to the goods and becomes part of the basis of the bargain creates an express warranty that the goods shall conform to the affirmation or promise.

   (b) Any description of the goods which is made part of the basis of the bargain creates an express warranty that the goods shall conform to the description.

   (c) Any sample or model which is made part of the basis of the bargain creates an express warranty that the whole of the goods shall conform to the sample or model.

(2) It is not necessary to the creation of an express warranty that the seller use formal words such as "warrant" or "guarantee" or that he have a specific intention to make a warranty, but an affirmation merely of the value of the goods or a statement purporting to be merely the seller's opinion or commendation of the goods does not create a warranty.

The comparable provision under the CISG reads:

96 CISG, above n 17 at art 42(1).
97 CISG, above n 17 at art 42(1) (a), (b).
98 CISG, above n 17 at art 42(2).
99 UCC, above n 16 at § 2-313(1) (a), (b), (c) (emphasis).
100 CISG, above n 17 at art 35(1), (2) (c), (3).
(1) The seller must deliver goods which are of the quantity, quality and description required by the contract and which are contained or packaged in the manner required by the contract.

(2) Except where the parties have agreed otherwise, the goods do not conform with the contract unless they: …

(c) possess the qualities of goods which the seller has held out to the buyer as a sample or model; ….

(3) The seller is not liable under subparagraphs (a) to (d) of the preceding paragraph for any lack of conformity of the goods if at the time of the conclusion of the contract the buyer knew or could not have been unaware of such lack of conformity.

The most important difference between these comparable provisions is that under the UCC express warranties apply only if they form "part of the basis of the bargain," while there is no comparable requirement under the CISG. Under the UCC, any representation about the goods to be sold becomes part of the basis of the bargain if the buyer relies on the representation. This concern is not altogether absent from the CISG. After all, the CISG excludes liability if the buyer knew or should have known, when the contract was made, that the goods would not conform to the representation. That does not seem to weaken the seller's obligation toward the buyer so much as the requirement that the representation be part of the basis of the bargain.

Many U.S. courts ameliorate this difference by applying a rebuttable presumption of reliance or even abandon any requirement of reliance altogether. Other US courts, however, require the buyer to prove reliance on the representation to show that it was part of the basis of the bargain. Still other US
courts treat lack of reliance as an affirmative defense. In contrast with this uncertainty regarding the UCC "basis of the bargain," the comparable CISG provision seems rather clear.

In contrast with the deep uncertainty about the meaning and application of the UCC provision on express warranties, its provision on the implied warranty of merchantability is rather more fully developed. It reads:

(1) Unless excluded or modified (Section 2-316), a warranty that the goods shall be merchantable is implied in a contract for their sale if the seller is a merchant with respect to goods of that kind. Under this section the serving for value of food or drink to be consumed either on the premises or elsewhere is a sale.

(2) Goods to be merchantable must be at least such as

(a) pass without objection in the trade under the contract description; and

(b) in the case of fungible goods, are of fair average quality within the description; and

(c) are fit for the ordinary purposes for which such goods are used; and

(d) run, within the variations permitted by the agreement, of even kind, quality and quantity within each unit and among all units involved; and

(e) are adequately contained, packaged, and labeled as the agreement may require; and

(f) conform to the promise or affirmations of fact made on the container or label if any.

(3) Unless excluded or modified (Section 2-316) other implied warranties may arise from course of dealing or usage of trade.

The comparable provision under the CISG is extremely brief:

(2) Except where the parties have agreed otherwise, the goods do not conform with the contract unless they:

(a) are fit for the purposes for which goods of the same description would ordinarily be used; …

107 See, eg, Felley v Singleton, 705 NE 2d 930, 934 (Ill App Ct, 1999).
108 UCC, above n 16 at § 2-314 (emphasis added).
109 CISG, above n 17 at art 35(2) (a), (3)
The seller is not liable under subparagraphs (a) to (d) of the preceding paragraph for any lack of conformity of the goods if at the time of the conclusion of the contract the buyer knew or could not have been unaware of such lack of conformity.

Whether a court would or should read the brief requirement that the goods be fit for the purposes for which they would ordinarily be used to imply the specifics found in the UCC is at least debatable. The UCC, after all, includes fitness for ordinary uses as just one of a list of requirements that the goods must meet to satisfy the implied warranty of merchantability. A court might reasonably conclude that the other items listed are different from fitness for ordinary uses and therefore should not be imported into the interpretation of the comparable provision of the CISG. The UCC, moreover, limits the warranty of merchantability to sellers who are merchants, something not required in for the comparable performance standard under the CISG.

The UCC's requirement that goods be fit for the buyer's particular purpose is short and to the point, but in one respect significantly different from the comparable provision in the CISG. The relevant provision under the UCC reads:

Where the seller at the time of contracting has reason to know any particular purpose for which the goods are required and that the buyer is relying on the seller's skill or judgment to select or furnish suitable goods, there is unless excluded or modified under the next section an implied warranty that the goods shall be fit for such purpose.

The comparable provision of the CISG reads:

(2) Except where the parties have agreed otherwise, the goods do not conform with the contract unless they: …

(b) are fit for any particular purpose expressly or impliedly made known to the seller at the time of the conclusion of the contract, except where the circumstances show that the buyer did not rely, or that it was unreasonable for him to rely, on the seller's skill and judgement; ...

(3) The seller is not liable under subparagraphs (a) to (d) of the preceding paragraph for any lack of conformity of the goods if at the time of the

110 UCC, above n 16 at § 2-314(2) (c).
111 Compare CISG, above n 17 at art 35(2) (a), with UCC, above n 16 at § 2-314.
112 CISG, above n 17 at § 2-315 (emphasis added).
conclusion of the contract the buyer knew or could not have been unaware of such lack of conformity.

The big difference between these comparable provisions is that a buyer is presumed to rely on the seller's skill or knowledge under the CISG,113 but not under the UCC. That presumption could be vitally important in some cases.

Finally, the UCC has significant limitations on the ability of a seller to exclude warranties,114 but also provides ready formulas for doing so.115 There is nothing comparable in the CISG. The closest one can come to an acknowledgement of a power to exclude or disclaim the performance standards in the CISG is a rather general provision allowing the parties to a contract to "derogate from or vary the effect of any of [the CISG's] provisions."116

V CAN UNCITRAL CONTRIBUTE TO FINDING A WAY FORWARD?

Business people are confused by the differences between the performance standards under the UCC and the CISG. In part, this reflects the reality that the differences sometimes are subtle, and in part because their legal advisors are confused.117 This confusion creates unnecessary risks for businesses and lawyers alike. A business might conform its behavior to what it believes the law requires when the actual applicable law (either the UCC or the CISG) requires something else. A lawyer (or a judge or legal scholar) might construct an argument based on an erroneous understanding of the controlling law.

The most obvious beginning for addressing these confusions is for common law-trained lawyers to stop calling performance standards under the UCC "warranties." That alone will not erase the growing confusion about how the two sets of performance standards relate to each other, but it will open the way for clarification to begin. For the confusion to be eliminated, the legal professions involved will need to undertake a major continuing education effort for current judges, lawyers, and scholars, as well as ensure that more accurate teaching materials are made available for use in law schools in the United States and other

113 CISG, above n 17 at art 35(2) (b).
114 UCC, above n 16 at § 2-316.
115 UCC, above n 16 at § 2-316 (3) (a) (allowing the disclaimer of all warranties through the use of phrases such as "as is" and "with all faults," etc).
117 See the text above n 70-72.
common law countries. To a lesser extent, such educational efforts will need to reach into the business schools as well.

UNCITRAL could help in the effort to clarify these confusions in two ways. First, UNCITRAL could promote education activities in the legal communities and the business communities regarding performance standards and their variations. UNCITRAL already undertakes considerable efforts to educate relevant professionals in many countries about the requirements under the CISG. Significant resources should be devoted specifically to educating professionals in common law countries (and other countries where such confusions exist or might emerge) about the differences between performance standards under the CISG and the warranties under the UCC.

Second, perhaps UNCITRAL could draft revisions to the CISG to harmonize these differences. While I would not advocate revising the CISG performance standards to conform to the American system of warranties for that would not prevent or clarify confusions with other legal systems and might even exacerbate them, I would suggest that the sections on performance standards could be recast in a way that more closely parallels the structure of the UCC warranties so that lawyers and others could more readily identify the differences. Others might have better suggestions on how to harmonize the two bodies of law (UCC warranties and CISG performance standards). I suspect, however, that continuing education efforts will probably be more effective than redrafting to resolve the confusions identified in this chapter.